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Abstract
The paper considers the task of integrating dynamic terrain shadows into the VirSim virtual environment system developed at FSI SRISA RAS. Core technology of 3D terrain modeling and visualization, implemented in a subsystem of the VirSim complex, is described. The paper proposes a technology for expanding the functionality of light-shadow modeling stage in terms of constructing dynamic terrain shadows by means of GPU-accelerated ray casting. Proposed technology includes the stage of creating an accelerating local extrema map and the stage of constructing a screen map of terrain shadows. Developed solution was tested in the task of simulation of detailed observation of terrain areas from an orbital spacecraft. The obtained results can be applied in engineering of virtual environment systems, simulators, scientific visualization applications, virtual laboratories, etc.
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1. Introduction
Currently, space industry is one of the advanced spheres of human activity where virtual environment systems (VES) are highly demanded [1]. Real-time computer generation of realistic virtual analogue of space environment opens up new opportunities for training cosmonauts [2, 3], research and development of advanced space systems [4, 5], planning various missions [6, 7], etc.

An important part of plausible virtual space environment are dynamic shadows of terrain of planets and its satellites. A promising approach to obtain high-quality, geometrically accurate terrain shadows is ray casting, a special case of ray tracing widely applied in photorealistic rendering [8]. In the context of VES, terrain shadows obtained by ray casting significantly increase reliability, since source digital elevation model - height map is used -, and there is no dependency on 3D terrain model construction and visualization methods [9] which may contain inaccuracies, hidden vulnerabilities, as well as slow down rendering.

Shadow ray casting implementation based on classical voxel traversal algorithm [10] is often considered as reference, where every texel of height map, lying on ray trace is tested (for hard shadows - a ray per each pixel of terrain image). In practice, it can take a long time and even results in offline (in the case of detailed height maps), that is unacceptable for VES. An effective way is to reduce ray casting complexity and parallelize rays processing on the GPU (for instance, CUDA-based uniform sampling [11], cone map [12], maximum mipmaps [13, 14], etc.). However, because of high focusing on the quality and performance of shadow rendering, issues of integrating GPU-accelerated ray-casting of terrain shadows into VES remain often out of scope. As practice shows, it can seriously impact overall performance and extensibility of the VES, therefore effective technologies resolving this task are required. This paper describes a solution for our VES VirSim [2], developed at FSI SRISA RAS. Section 2 describes core technology of 3D terrain modeling and visualization, implemented in the sub-
system of the VirSim complex. Section 3 discusses a technology of integrating ray casting of terrain shadows in visualization pipeline. Section 4 presents rendered terrain shadows and comparison with a real photo.

2. Modeling and visualization core technology

In our core technology, a 3D model of visible terrain, that meets the requirements of simulation of orbital observations, is constructed and visualized in real-time [15]. Figure 1 shows main stages of the technology, consider them briefly.

Fig. 1. Modeling and visualization pipeline.

At the stage of **dynamic properties simulation**, dynamic parameters of the visible motion (at viewport) of terrain surface along daily orbit tracks of the spacecraft are calculated (taking into account self-rotating of the planet). Motion simulation is performed based on classical Kepler equation (for an elliptical orbit), but according to the modified scheme, where world coordinate system is placed in spacecraft model, and terrain model is located and rotated in such a way as to simulate a flight along orbit track [16]. The stage results in modelview and projection matrices defining visibility sector of terrain model.

In visibility sector, at the stage of **geometric properties modeling**, 3D model of the terrain relief is constructed in real-time. Relief construction is performed entirely on the GPU based on the original adaptive tessellation (triangulation) scheme with vertex displacement according to detailed height map [17].

For the 3D model constructed, at the stage of **visual properties modeling**, a number of mappings with various texturing (daytime underlying surface, night city lights, cloud cover, and etc.) with details close to viewport resolution, are created. The mappings are synthesized in textures of viewport size, called screen maps. All screen maps are synthesized on the GPU in real-time, based on extracting, swapping and rendering visible tiles (pages) of corresponding extra-large textures [18].

Using screen maps, at the stage of **light-shadow modeling**, the resulting image of terrain model with physically correct light-shadow appearance is produced. Light-shadow appearance is calculated on the GPU at real-time, and includes the following steps:

1. calculating screen map of illumination (covering atmosphere, cloud cover and relief) in a high dynamic range, taking into account light absorption and scattering in the atmosphere (dawn / day / sunset lighting, twilight, terminator zone),
2. calculating screen map of terrain shadows in a high dynamic range (dynamic change in sunlight direction is supported),
3. tone mapping synthesized light-shadow appearance into a standard range of visualization device (for correct color and brightness transmit of illumination modelled).

The description of the first and third steps can be found in our previous researches [19] and [20], so let's take a closer look at the technology of implementing the second step.

3. The technology to produce screen map of terrain shadows

In VES, it is quite common for a single visualization session to synthesize images of virtual terrain model for observers with different fields of view and viewports. If viewport sizes are small enough, then it is irrational to spend computational resources (and time) on constructing terrain shadows based on detailed source height map (used to produce adaptive relief model, see Section 2), because details of the shadows will not be noticeable. Instead, in
In this paper, it is proposed to use a mip-pyramid \cite{21} of detailed source height map and choosing an acceptable level of detail (LOD) for constructing shadows (see Figure 2).

To implement this idea, we expanded the technology obtained earlier \cite{22} to search for shadow rays on the GPU using accelerated ray casting. The expanded technology includes the following two stages.

At the **first stage**, a mipmap of local height extrema from height map of the 0th (most detailed) LOD is created. In fact, it is dual channel (R, G) mip-texture, where distances $h_{\text{max}}$ and $h_{\text{min}}$ from sea level surface to upper and lower local equipotential surfaces are stored (see Figure 3). This mipmap is created at preprocessing stage and loaded into video memory before the visualization (yellow path in Figure 2). Figure 4 shows an example of created local extrema mipmap (first four mip-levels).

---

**Fig. 2.** Production diagram of screen map of terrain shadows.

**Fig. 3.** Local height extrema.
At the **second stage**, a screen map of terrain shadows is constructed, using a height map of a certain LOD $L$ chosen from the mipmap of local height extrema. Let’s consider the principle of constructing screen shadow map using the example of the task of detailed observation (photographing) certain terrain areas from the space (narrow field of view, about 5 degrees).

Let’s create a single-channel texture $M$ of floating point format and of size (in pixels) same as viewport, and run parallel shader threads on the GPU, in which texel values of the texture $M$ will be calculated. A standard approach to implement it is to create a rectangle polygonal model of viewport size and render this rectangle into the texture $M$ using the developed fragment shader. To understand which shader threads will process texels related to terrain surface (and may contain shadows), it is convenient and effective to use screen map of texture coordinates of terrain surface (ST-map), which is synthesized at the stage of modeling visual properties in our core technology (see Section 2). ST-map is a dual-channel (R, G) texture of viewport size, where each texel keeps texture coordinates $(s, t)$ of visible point of terrain surface model or code value indicating its absence. Figure 5 shows an example of synthesized ST-map.

---

**Fig. 4.** Example of local extrema map ($\{r, g, b\} = \{h_{\text{max}}, h_{\text{min}}, 0\}$).

**Fig. 5.** Screen map of texture coordinates (color channel B is set to 0).
Having read texture coordinates from the ST map, fragment shader thread starts ray casting loop, accelerated by means of mipmap of local height extrema. In this loop, a traverse from texel to texel of height map of LOD $L$ along the trace of inversed sun ray $v$ is performed. During traversing the texel groups (according to mipmap of local extrema) whose maximum heights are less than sun altitude, i.e. don’t occlude passing sun ray, are skipped (see Figure 6).

Loop termination is possible in three cases: a) if the end of active area of height map is reached (went beyond the horizon), b) if sun ray is occluded by minimum height of any texel group, c) if sun ray is occluded by the height of LOD $L$ texel. In the first case, 1 (no shadow) is written into the texel of screen shadow map, and in the last two cases, the shadow coefficient $k_{\text{shadow}}$:

$$k_{\text{shadow}} = k_{\text{dark}} + (k_{\text{bright}} - k_{\text{dark}})(s \cdot n_p),$$

where $k_{\text{dark}}$, $k_{\text{bright}} \in [0,1]$ correspond to the darkest and the brightest shadows, $s$ is unit vector directed to the sun and $n_p$ is the normal at the corresponded point of sea level surface (specified by $(s,t)$ coordinates from ST-map). Figure 7a shows synthesized screen map of terrain shadows, Figure 7b – screen map of daytime underlying surface, and Figure 7c – the result of multiplying two previous screen maps.
Fig. 7. Synthesizing the light-shadow appearance of terrain model: (a) screen map of terrain shadows; (b) screen map of daytime terrain without shadows; (c) resulting image of terrain model with shadows.

4. Results

Based on the proposed technology, dynamic terrain shadows were implemented in the subsystem of the VirSim complex. To test the developed solution, a photo of a real terrain area with pronounced shadows was found, a virtual model of this area (with similar location of light source and camera) was created, and visualization frame of the model with the original photo was compared. As the reference, a photo of the Andes [23] taken by Russian cosmonaut Fyodor Yurchikhin from the International Space Station (ISS) was used (see Figure 8, top). Unfortunately, exact geo-references of the depicted objects were not pointed out, so it took some research (based on characteristic shape of the lake) to find out that the photo shows Lake Chungara and the Parinacota volcano ($18^\circ 15'S$, $69^\circ 10'W$, Chile). Using these coordinates, the corresponding terrain area on the ALOS World 3D - 30m global height map [24, 25] was found and its local height map of size $1024^2$ was prepared. Based on the obtained height map, terrain shadows visualization was performed (see Figure 8, bottom). Also a sequence of performance tests at different sun altitudes for LOD 0 and LOD 1 of Parinacota height map were performed (see Table 1).
Fig. 8. Shadows of the Parinacota volcano (Andes, Chile): (top) real photo from the ISS (source: © State Space Corporation ROSCOSMOS, author Fyodor Yurchikhin [23]); (bottom) a frame of shaded terrain model visualization (source data from ALOS World 3D - 30m [24, 25]).
Table 1. Performance (in frames per second) of ray-casting terrain shadows implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>Resolution/Sun altitude</th>
<th>80°</th>
<th>60°</th>
<th>40°</th>
<th>20°</th>
<th>5°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1024²</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>512²</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All tests were done at 1920x1080 resolution on the PC (Intel Core i7-6800K 3.40GHz, 16Gb RAM, NVidia GeForce RTX 2080, 16x AF, 8x AA).

A comparison of the images in Figure 8 shows that the developed solution reproduces shapes and location of terrain shadows well, even in conditions of limited resolution of the local height map (about 30 m/pixel at the equator is the highest resolution of global height maps currently available in the public domain).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an original technology to integrate dynamic terrain shadows into a virtual environment system is considered. The technology benefits in geometrically accurate shadows provided by shadow ray-casting implementation and minimally invasive integration mechanism based on production and application of screen map of terrain shadows, easily integrated into visualization pipeline. The form of screen map also allows some "weather" correction of modeled shadows (for example, blurring contours for cloudy weather) to be performed in real-time. Thanks to high self-sufficiency, the entire shadow modelling process can be effectively taken out into a separate computational thread which can be executed in parallel on the GPU using special high-performance ray tracing cores (RTX architecture). It can preserve valuable resource of uniform computing GPU-cores necessary for operating of main visualization system.
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